
BEGINNER DANISH RESEARCH SITES 

Researching Denmark has never been easier! You can do virtually all your research 
from home! The Danish government has gathered all the microfilms and fiche that we 
used to have to go to a library to look at, and published them all on the internet for 
FREE.  The government continues to add parish registers and census information as 
they become available.   The 1930 census is complete now and online. 

There are a myriad of research sites for researching Danish genealogy but the best 
sites to check are narrowed down to six. 

#1.  Most helpful book –“GENEALOGICAL GUIDEBOOK AND ATLAS OF DENMARK” Smith/
Thomsen  published by Bookcraft.      Out of print but checked Amazon and found nine 
copies priced from $14.00 - $100.00 depending on wear, and age.      I refer to this 

book regularly (all the time☺ ).  Easier to locate maps with the counties and parishes 

identified than for me to open up windows and windows and windows to find what I 
am looking for.   Most of info can be found online though. Perhaps books for me are 
easier than computer talent. 

#2.  Family Search.org    WIKI -    wealth of information on Danish research tools.   
You will go to Familysearch.org on the internet.  Up will come the main page. Across 
the top are four headings.  Click on the word Search and up will appear a box with six 
choices. We will go the last and bottom option which says WIKI. Click there.  We can 
get to the Danish main pg either of two ways. 

---click on the map, then click on Northern Europe and find little Denmark.  (so tiny it 
fits into Alberta 15 ½ times) Click on Denmark. 

---easiest way is just type the word Denmark into the blank space and press GO. 

Either way you will see the main pg. It has the red and white Danish flag in the right 
hand corner.   

On the left hand side of pg. Are excellent articles under “How to Guides” and 
strategies for Danish research.   Here are clear and detailed instructions on how to 
access and use arkivalier online (for searching parish registers) as well as Danish 
census.   Those two sources will comprise your main places to find ancestors!   

Check out the middle section of the pg.  “Danish Research Tools” I will just mention 
some of the topics I feel are important: 

---List of all parishes in alphabetical order along with the county in alphabetical order 



---Danish word list and their meanings. Basic words for genealogical research.  Even a 
German word list needed if you are researching in the southern area. 

---Maps of Danish counties and their three changes over the years. 

---Danish dictionary     look up any word 

---Nordic given names 

---Handwriting guide and examples     gothic handwriting.   The old style letter S looks 
much like our letter F 

---Maps    Indispensable .      Map showing all of the counties (provinces) of Denmark. I 
printed this out and keep it on the wall beside the computer. Refer to it all the time.     
To see the parishes within each county, just click on the county map section. Eg. 
Randers.  Up will come a detailed map of all the little parishes and their boundaries 
within the county.   Print off these maps as you need them.  I keep mine in a page 
protector within a binder to store all these maps.  

---Parish register Headings.  Actual screen shots of what you will see across the top of 
parish records in Danish of course and then the translation to English.  

---Danish extra three letters of the alphabet.   Instructions on how to type these 
letters on your keyboard.   Important to know as the census will only accept these 
letters. Eg.  Søren, versus Soren.  

There are videos, webinars, and tutorials so have fun looking around! 

#3.  Danish arkivalier online website:  (original parish registers in Danish) my go to 
site.  Begins generally about 1700 until 1969 for births and marriages.  Records 
include christenings, confirmations, marriages, burials.   Some years the parish priest 
included parishioners going from or into the parish.   If your tribe disappeared from 
the registers, helpful to go here and locate where they went to or came from. See 
directions for using these archives from the Wiki above. 

#4. Danish Demographic Data Base:  Just type in DDD and the website pops up. I like 
this census because instead of looking at the original hardly readable census, written 
in quill pen, the census here are typed up in a format easily understood.   Usually 
includes the names of all people in the household, their ages, maybe the occupation, 
and in later census (1834?) birth places of the occupants. Very helpful.  To access and 
understand how to use them, see article in the wiki. 



#5. WEBSITES:  I have had success just typing in a name.  Especially if it is an 
uncommon name. Danish people are interested in family history and have posted 
many family lines.  I just typed in my grandmother’s brother’s name and someone had 
posted his picture along with his family details.   Woohoo!!!   

“My Heritage” is an excellent website. Has gathered all parish records and census 
records that are available. Unfortunately they post only the tidbits or “teasers” so 
that you are enticed to pay for membership to get the rest of the info.   But it is a 
way to go about it. Having membership will help you locate other family names.   Or 
you may come to the LDS family history library and use this website along with others 

for free. A friendly volunteer will help you maneuver through these sites ☺   

#6. FAMILYSEARCH.ORG:  billions of records! This site includes clear directions on 
how to use.  (and is FREE) 

Hint: If you cannot find the person you are looking for and this applies to researching 
the census records as well, remember that there was no stylized spelling for many 
years. A girl may be christened Ann, married as Anne, and buried as Ane.   Peter is the 
same as Peder.  


